
JHCEHSHS STUDENT TECHNOLOGY FEE REQUEST FORM
Procedure for Submission:                                                                                            Form Updated: 12/10/12

1.  Submitter must obtain all required information from the desired vendor(s). An official quote from the vendor must be attached.
2.  Only one request per Request Form. This request must be reviewed, approved, and submitted by the requesting program's Department Chair.
3.  The Dept. Chair may email this request to the Tech Fee Director. Since some departments will have multiple requests, please rename request in the

following format: Dept # (rank, I being the highest priority) and a brief title
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List one +tern OR group (for use as a "package") per page.
Item Name            Vendor info. (name, address, Web site URL,   Part or Model        Cost (each)          Qty       Total

phone #, email, etc.)                   #
Surface with Windows Pro      Microsoft                                See attached    1127.99               5        5639.95

Course(s) where                                                             Expected life of   10 years      # Students
item(s) will be used  SPED 5000, 5310, 7000, 7310, 4340, and 4370                    product (years)    or more   Impacted per Year       30

Location equipment or       I Carver Center with first preference for SPED    Will Tech Fee funds be needed for
software will be used/storedi   faculty. Students and faculty can checkout,       annual renewals or maintenance?      No
Provide a brief description of the technology requested*: Surface Pro is a new technology from Microsoft. It runs new PC based touch applications
and also Windows applications. It works with all the available Windows applications that the college has and that some of the programs use.

Briefly describe how the technology will be used (function)*: Instructors will model and students will be able to use this new technology when
designing lessons and also in exploring the new applications that are specifically developed for this new technology.

Provide a rationale that Tech Fee funds are appropriate for this request*: Students need to be exposed to different hardware and software
applications that emphasize on touch technology for multimedia presentations. Surface Pro is a new technology that our students need to explore
and understand it unique benefits when delivering instruction.

*Keep in mind that the committee members come from a variety of educational backgrounds and may not be familiar with department specific
language. Please use concise, common terminology so that committee members reviewing this form will be able to fully understand the request.

o  If you are submitting a request for computers, printers, scanners or software, you must consult with College Computing and the technology staff, to acquire
a quote and to make sure that this equipment/software is supported by UT and compatible with existing technology.



Surface Pro

Contacted Microsoft and they do not have an educational store or reseller yet for the
Surface Pro.
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HOME > SURFACE > SURFACE TYPE COVEP,

Surface Type Cover

$129.99

Print

Details
HOME ÿ SURFACE > MICROSOF't' COMPLEI't: FOR SURFACE

Microsoft Complete for Surface

$99.00
To order: Simply check the box selecting Microsoft
Complete for Surface when purchasing your Surface
device her__ÿe

Details

Total for five: 5639.95


